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Bengaluru: CID has filed a chargesheet against
'godman' Swami Nithyananda in Ramnagaram court. The
investigation agency claims that other than the two
women, Nithyananda also had sexual relations with a
male foreigner. Apart from Karnataka's Bidadi ashram,
he had unnatural sexual intercourse with the man across
many cities in the US.
The chargesheet alleges that the evidences hint that
Nithyananda was embroiled in unnatural sex acts. The
identity of the male foreigner has been kept a secret. CID
had interrogated the man and taped these conversations
which will be produced as evidence before court.
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As per sources, this is the first time in the Nithyananda
scandal that a male disciple has come forward to levy
charges on the godman. The complainant who is in the
US currently alleged that Swami sodomised him atleast 6
times in his charges. Police have registered a case under
section 377 of IPC.
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Swami refused to comment on the subject saying he
would only react when he received a copy of the
chargesheet and expressed disappointment over the fact
that the issue was leaked in media.
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Swami Nithyananda's real name is Rajashekhar and he is
an inhabitant of Tamilnadu's Thiruvanamalai. He has ashrams at both Thiruvanamalai and Bengaluru.
And it was here that his sexual escapades were caught on camera.
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Rumours spread again to cloud the truth. The truth of the morphed video will be proved in the court.
Swami Nithyananda will win. Satya Meva Jayeta.

K Ganesan, New Delhi

(New Delhi)
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After Kanchi sankaracharya's episodes Nithyananda's episodes going around.Hang these kind of fake
sanyasis on the street OR to be stoned to death because they bring bad reputation to Hindu
religion.They are cheaters of hundreds of thousands of hindu devotees.Their amazed wealth should be
taken over by the respective state governments ans utilized for public welfare schemes.
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Vinod Dhall
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Even Sanyasi's are human: and sex is a basic need. Hinduism never mandated celibacy on sadhus/
godmen. So please leave the guy alone; as long as it was not "rape'
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Very poor reporting. The name of the place is Bidadi and not Beadi. Secondly, you have mentioned his
place of birth as Tirunamalai and as Tirumalai in another place whereas it is Tiruvannamalai. Can your
reporters not even get such simple details right?
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I dont want to get into whether the newspaper is right or wrong. But I am waiting for the day when any
national newspaper in the country will have the guts to print anything like this for a mulla or bishop.
Come one guys, dont tell me this happens only in Hindus. But newspapers cant afford to do it. Because
only Hindus can tolerate this. Try publishing this crap even for the most corrupt mulla or a bishop and
see the newspaper offices ***n. Fine, but at least than dont lable us Hindus as hardliners or intolerant. If
even 1% Hindus were hardliners or intolerant, this newspaper's office would have been up in flames by
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Hindus will tolerate this, but you won't. Hindus do not consider these guys as god man or symbols of
hinduism. But people like you have already submitted yourselves to the feet of these ungodly "GOD
MANS" and as usual your religious intolerance and hatred towards others religions ***sts out.
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A true Hindu is never support such a people nor follow it which is wrong. By expressing such things you
are showing that you are a hardliner and a intolerant person. The person who cheated so many people
and enjoyed his life and pretended to be a miracle worker should be condemned for his acts. I speak as
a true Hindu who follows the religion seriously. No religion teaches us to fight. All the religions teach us
love and brotherhood. Let us do that and live peaceful. After all we are not going to be here for ever and
tomorrow you will be judged on your acts and not on appearance by God. So fear God and not man.

Amit

(Delhi.)

(Gurgaon)

The allegation is that somebody( anonymous) was ***d by Swami 6 times. It is funny why he waited to
be ***d 6 times ! After the first, he could not have got paper and pen to write the complaint or there was
no police station in Tamilnadu or other place where the incident occured Aswin I. Gurgaon
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Perhaps, he was enjoying the unnatural sex.

Ramus

(USA)

No one knows the truth. But it is hard to believe a person who had sex with multiple women having sex
with multiple men. There is something wrong here. Also homsexual is not common in India. But it is
prevelant in the west. This kind of allegation is very familier in the west, especially to derogate
someone's name. I can't imagin an indian man forcing or raping a western well built man. Something is
going on here. It is time for Hindu organizations to wake up and protect phylanthropists and kind people
who are helping humanity. Imagin what if Swami Nityananda is really innosent and some anti social
elements or organizations are behind this? This will keep the today's youth and men away from holy men
or they will start not believing in and will become athiests.
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Also looking at the photograph it may appear that the lady in picture has a close phyiscal contact with the
guru. But interestingly she is doing that in front of other people visible in the background in the photo.
The delution is because of the age of Swami. But she is at the feet of the guru. Swami is in blessing
posture. Her relationship could be of father and daughter. It is again in the eyes of the beholder. There
are saints who hug the devotees. There are devotees with immense devotion to many swamiijis. The
news media many times makes it full of masala.
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